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Second-harmonic generationsSHGd from individual nanoscopic metal tips has been investigated. Compared
to both planar interfaces, as well as spherical or ellipsoidal nanoparticles, very different polarization selection
rules and SH-emission directions result. As a partially asymmetric nanostructure the tip allows for the distinc-
tion of otherwise inseparable local surface and nonlocal bulk second-harmonic polarizations. This provides
opportunities for second-harmonic investigations of nanoparticles and in scattering-type near field microscopy.
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The optics of media of dimensions small compared to the
optical wavelength is characterized by distinctive phenom-
ena such as optical field confinement and structural reso-
nances. With a strong focus in research on the linear optical
processes of surface nanostructures and colloids, the nonlin-
ear optical properties have remained largely unexplored. The
nonlinear response, however, is expected to differ fundamen-
tally due to its high symmetry selectivity. Specifically, for
media with inversion symmetry the second-order nonlinear-
ity is dominated by the interface where the symmetry is
broken.1 Second-harmonic generationsSHGd has thus be-
come a well-established technique for the investigation of
planar surfaces and interfaces.2 Many applications, however,
would call for an expansion of SHG to also address molecu-
lar adsorption and surface electronic and geometric structure
on the nanoscale. Here, the problem of SHG becomes par-
ticularly intriguing: Although at the surface of the nanostruc-
ture the inversion symmetry is broken locally, depending on
its dimension and macroscopic symmetry, emission can be
highly restricted due to the destructive interference of the
induced local surface second-harmonicsSHd polarizations.3,4

In this paper we address the different contributions to the
nonlinear source polarization and provide general directional
and polarization selection rules for second-harmonic genera-
tion from partially asymmetricsmmd nanostructures. Metal
wire tips with a nanometer-sized apex represent a model ge-
ometry, with the mirror symmetry being broken along the tip
axis but conserved in all other directions. This structure al-
lows for the direct separation between local surface and non-
local higher-order bulk contributions to the SH response—a
long-standing problem in nonlinear surface spectroscopy.1,5

Recently, an attempt to resolve this issue for nanoparticles
has been made,6 yet the separation of surface and bulk con-
tributions remained open.

In SHG strong symmetry selection rules apply that are
valid independent of the microscopic origin of the nonlinear
polarization.5,7 For media with inversion symmetry the pro-
cess of SHGsand any other even-order nonlinear processd is
forbidden in the electric dipole approximation. In contrast,
the broken mirror symmetry at the interface allows for a
local, second-order source polarizationPs2ds2vd
=e0xs

s2dLs2vdLsvdLsvd :EsvdEsvd to be induced.1 Here,xs
s2d

denotes the surface nonlinear susceptibility tensor with the
componentsxs,'''

s2d , xs,'ii
s2d , and xs,i'i

s2d . Lsvd and Ls2vd are
the local-field correction factors for the pump and generated
optical fieldsEsvd andEs2vd, respectively. In addition, tak-
ing into account that in the presence of a propagating wave,
planes perpendicular toksvd are no longer mirror planes, the
spatial derivative of the electric field gives rise to a longitu-
dinal bulk sin leading order electric-quadrupole and
magnetic-dipoled contribution to the SH-dipole moment
Ps2ds2vd~Esvd¹Esvd.1,5 This results in a reflected SH wave
originating from the bulk. Due to the boundary conditions,
both source polarizations—local interfacial and bulk
multipolar—are a priori indistinguishable for planar
interfaces.1,5

The lack of an in-plane translational invariance for a
single nanoscopic system, however, lifts the restriction of SH
emission to particular directions. Here, as outlined in detail
in sRefs. 7,8d in order to determine selection rules for emis-
sion from symmetry arguments, both the symmetry of the
medium together with the experimental configuration repre-
sented by the wave vectorsksvd andks2vd have to be con-
sidered. For centrosymmetric particles, due to cancellation of
the transverse contributions of thelocal interface polariza-
tion the far-field SH response vanishes in the collinear for-
ward and backward direction.9 However, anonlocaldipolar
SH polarization could still arise from these distributed source
terms due to propagation-induced phase lags between spa-
tially separated points on the emitter. With this contribution
oriented longitudinal, i.e., parallel to the quadrupolar bulk
polarization, both source terms can only emit in noncollinear
directions. Similarly, for the nanoscopic tip, in experimental
configurations, which are sensitive only to the rotational
symmetry, SHG is limited to these nonlocal longitudinal ex-
citations. In addition, the lack of a mirror symmetry of the tip
in the axial direction gives rise to a fully local surface dipole-
allowed SH contribution. Thus by proper selection of obser-
vation direction and SH polarization these different contribu-
tions can be studied independently, providing information
about the surface as well as bulk properties of the nanostruc-
ture.
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Except for specially designed arrangements10 asymmetric
nanosystems require investigation on the isolated particle
level. In our experiments, a mode-locked Ti:sapphire oscilla-
tor was usedspulse duration,15 fs, center wavelengthl
=805 nm, repetition rate 72 MHzd. The linearly polarized
light is collimated onto the sharp end of a free standing tip
by means of achromatic reflective optics. With a focus diam-
eter of 12mm exceeding by far the tip apex dimensions,
plane wave excitation has been ensured—necessary in order
to avoid SH contributions due to intensity gradients. Coarse
directional information about the SH emission is obtained by
limiting the detection angle touø40+ si.e., NAø0.35d. The
second-harmonic light is spectrally selected with a dichroic
filter and monochromator, and detected using a photomulti-
plier tube and photon counting electronics. It was verified
that the signal was purely of second harmonic in nature up to
the maximum experimental pump fluence of 40 GW cm−2.

For the experiments, radially symmetric goldsAud and
tungstensWd tips were obtained by electrochemical etching11

with special emphasis paid to regular shape and smooth sur-
face. Tip radii ranged from&10 to 50 nm as characterized by
electron microscopy. In addition, commercial pyramidal-
shaped PtIr-coated atomic force microscopy tips were inves-
tigated. A representative set of the different tips used is
shown in Fig. 1slower paneld. Isolated spherical gold nano-
particles with nominally 40 nm diameter deposited on a glass
slide, as well as flat surfaces of gold served as SH references.

A scheme of the experimental geometry is shown in Fig. 1
supper paneld. The tip is illuminated in the axial or sagittal
direction and selected combinations of pump wave vector
ksvd and observation directionsks2vd are investigated,
which are symmetrically distinct and representative for the
expected spatial and polarization emission characteristics.
Figure 2 shows the dependence of the SH intensity on the
input polarization for collinear sagittal illumination and SH
detection, i.e,ksvd iks2vd, for a Au tip with radius r

.20 nm. The signal is detectedp stracead and s polarized
stracebd sfor a definition ofp ands polarization, see Fig. 1d.
In this configuration, the signal is dominated by thepinpout
polarization combination. The weaks-polarized contribution
we attribute to the tip apex being slightly askew and/or rota-
tionally asymmetric. The behavior is a direct manifestation
of the broken symmetry of the tip along the axial direction,
but is in marked contrast to the SH scattering for a spherical
nanoparticlefas shown in Fig. 2sddg, where the overall inver-
sion symmetry forbids SHG in a collinear geometry. There-
fore this configuration probes exclusively the local surface
dipolar SH polarization since the simultaneously induced
nonlocal source polarizations are longitudinal and can only
radiate in the noncollinear configuration as discussed below.

Under illumination of the tip in the axial direction, the SH
signal is expected to vanish in the backwards direction due to
themmsymmetry, as in the case of the sphere. In our experi-
ment, however, the interaction of the pump with the entire
shaft surface leads to a considerable backgroundfFig. 2scdg.
From rotating the tip around its axis and varying the illumi-
nation conditions we can attribute this signal to surface
roughness and aforementioned symmetry imperfections with
no discernible contribution from the tip apex. The emission
of the nonlocal longitudinal bulk SH polarization induced
along the tip axis in this illumination geometry, on the other
hand, can be detected in the sagittal direction. In Figs. 3sad
and 3sbd data for bothp ands SH polarization, respectively,
are plotted. Whiles-polarized SH output remains forbidden
both pinpout and sinpout are observed. Similar results are ob-
tained for the sagittalin–axialout combination sdata not
shownd. In Figs. 3scd and 3sdd, results are shown for crossed
sagittalin–sagittalout configuration. Here, both the interfacial

FIG. 1. Experimental geometrystop paneld: Metal tips are illu-
minated in the axial or sagittal directionsksvd and scattered
second-harmonic lightks2vd is detected for all symmetrically dis-
tinct configurations. Note that the definition ofs or p polarization
refers to the plane spanned by the respective wave vectors, and the
tip axis, and may differ from common convections. Bottom panel:
Electron micrographs of the different kinds of metal tips used for
the experimentssscale bar: 100 nmd. Due to the local field enhance-
ment the SH response is confined to the near apex regionsRef. 17d.

FIG. 2. Second-harmonic polarization dependence for a Au-tip
with radiusr ,20 nm. For sagittal pump illumination and collinear
sad p- andsbd s- polarized detection, SHG is dominated by the local
dipole allowedpinpout contribution. For axial excitation and collin-
ear axial detectionscd SHG is forbiddenssignal due to surface
roughnessd. Similarly, for the case of small spherical Au nanopar-
ticles, emission is not allowed in the exact forward and backward
direction sdd sRefs. 3,4d.
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local dipole allowedpinpout stracecd as well as the nonlocal
pinsout andsinsout polarization combinationsstracedd are ob-
served. The polarization dependence for the local contribu-
tion exhibits a twofold periodicity, as expectedfFig. 3scdg.
The signal modulation observed in Fig. 3sdd for the nonlocal
response we attribute to the interaction of distinct plasmon
modes excited parallel or perpendicular to the tip axis.

For tungsten tips, the same behavior has been observed
albeit at lower signal intensities. The signal levels from dif-
ferent tips of nominally similar radii are found to vary by
less than a factor of two. In contrast, for the PtIr-coated
uneven pyramidalsi.e., defying rotational symmetryd tips,
only the strong local dipole contribution could be clearly
identified sdata not shownd.

In the following we restrict the analysis to the high sym-
metry configurations as summarized in Table I. Here, the
relative signal levels for different Au and W tips are qualita-
tively classified ash, m, andw representing high, intermedi-
ate and weak relative SH-signal strengthsratio of roughly
10:2:1d. The data are juxtaposed with the symmetry selection
rules that can be derived from the phenomenological descrip-
tion as outlined in the introduction. For each configuration,
the possible mechanisms for nonlinear excitation followed
by SH emission are indicated—specifiedl and nl for local
and nonlocal. As in the case of planar surfaces the axial
asymmetry permits a fully local dipolar SH response from
the interface of the apexstermedl → l in the tabled. This is
the dominating SH source from the metal tips in all
sagittalin–sagittalout pinpout configurations and is due to the
strongxs,'''

s2d tensor element.1 Judging from the weaksinpout

signal, contributions fromxs,'ii
s2d can be neglected. Note that

' andi refer to the local coordinate system of the respective
surface elements of the tip. For all other configurations SHG
relies either on a nonlocal source polarization, e.g., bulk
electric quadrupolarsnl→ ld, or on the nonlocal coupling of

local interfacial SH polarizationssl →nld. The longitudinal
nature of these nonlocal source terms implies not only the
absence of collinear SH emission in the axial direction but
also the absence ofs-polarized SH light for coplanar pump-
detection geometries, i.e,ks2vd in plane with the tip axis and
ksvd. This is in accordance with our experimental results
where corresponding signals were zero or small compared to
SHG from any of the symmetry-allowed configurations.12

In the collinear sagittalin–sagittalout configuration the se-
lection rules are equivalent to that of a planar surfacesdashed
box in Table Id. The response of configurations that are in-
sensitive to the reduced symmetry resembles those of spheri-
cal or ellipsoidal particlessdotted boxesd. Unique for the tip
as a partially asymmetric nanostructure are configurations
without any mirror planescrossed sagittalin–sagittaloutd,
where all polarization combinations can contribute to the SH
response.13 With the collinear sagittal measurements provid-
ing the pure surface tensor elements, this allows for the sepa-
ration of the local interfacial and nonlocal bulk contributions.
The a priori unknown and possibly complex angular distri-
bution of the total SH signal does not allow for a straightfor-
ward quantitative comparison between local and nonlocal
contributions.

The contribution of the local field-enhancement on SHG
from the metal tips can be derived comparing the signal
strength obtained with that of a planar surface of the same
material. For the local interfacial emission, assuming a dipo-
lar radiation distribution and approximating the effective tip
area by an inscribed hemisphere with apex radius, this trans-
lates into a SH enhancement of,53103–43104 for Au
tips with r .20 nm. Assuming the SH power~E4 this cor-
responds to an amplification of 8–14 for the average electric
field near the apex. This value increases to&25 for tips with
a smaller radius of curvature in the 10-nm range and drops
significantly as the tip radius increases. For both W and PtIr
significantly lower values for the SH enhancement are found
corresponding to local field factors between 3 and 6. These
values derived for the local field enhancement are consistent

TABLE I. Directional and polarization symmetry selection rules
for SHG scattering for asymmetric nanostructures. Relative signal
intensities for the metal wire tips are qualitatively categorized ash,
m, andw for high, intermediate and weak, respectively. The differ-
ent locall and nonlocalnl excitation and emission mechanisms are
indicated.

FIG. 3. Polarization dependence for axial illumination and sag-
ittal sad p- and sbd s-polarized SH detection. Similar to spherical
particles only the nonlocal terms contribute to SHG. In contrast,
both localp- scd and nonlocals-polarized contributions can be ob-
served in the orthogonal sagittalin–sagittalout configuration sdd
Schematics: sidesad, sbd and on axisscd, sdd view.
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with observations from tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy.14

A simple model can be applied to estimate the local-field
enhancement treating the tip as a hemispheroid.15 In the elec-
trostatic limit the local-field correction factor for the plane
wave component perpendicular to the apex is given byL'

.«mh«+s«m−«dAj−1 with «m and « the dielectric constants
of metal and surrounding, respectively, andA the depolariza-
tion factor, a function of the aspect ratio. With values for the
aspect ratio in the range of 2 to 6 derived from electron
microscopy and the dielectric functions for Aus«m=−26.8
+1.88id and W s«m=5.0+19.4id sRef. 16d at l=805 nm,
L'svd would range from 5 to 14 for W and 7 to 120 for Au,
with the latter enhancement due to plasmon resonance con-
tributions. Taking the average ofL'svd across the curved
apex area the results fall within the range of the experimen-
tally observed values.

With the selection rules being generally applicable to par-
tially asymmetric nanostructures, this allows for the simulta-
neous investigations of surface and bulk properties on the
nanoscale. This can provide more detailed information in
studies of, e.g., SHG from metallic tips for the purpose of
scattering-type near-field microscopy17 and SHG from nano-
structured or percolated metal island films18 or from colloidal
particles.4,19

Note added in proof. The linear light scattering of nano-
scopic metal tips in terms of spectral and polarization depen-
dence of the emission has been investigated in Ref. 20.
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